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Spoiler: Aristoi of Magway.Aristoi is a druid mage from Magway. "I'd rather not win, I'd rather be a mage." He's got a
pretty unique interpretation of spells and abilities.You're a mage from Magway, and you've always been good at

casting spells. However, you want to find out more about magic and go and do something else for a change.You are in
the ancient druid city of Magway. Your Mage friends will be worried, but you've got plans to heal them all up before
you go on your journey. . Type: Mage Level: 55 Creed of Efficiency.I choose to cast spells with precision.I'm going to
use you to test out a lot of magic, and see if you can figure it all out.I may try to teach you something, but since I'm

not very good at it, it'll take some time. . Type: Mage Level: 57 Creed of Efficiency.I choose to cast spells with
precision.I'm going to use you to test out a lot of magic, and see if you can figure it all out.I may try to teach you

something, but since I'm not very good at it, it'll take some time. . Type: Mage Level: 59 Creed of Efficiency.I choose to
cast spells with precision.I'm going to use you to test out a lot of magic, and see if you can figure it all out.I may try to
teach you something, but since I'm not very good at it, it'll take some time. . Type: Mage Level: 61 Creed of Efficiency.I
choose to cast spells with precision.I'm going to use you to test out a lot of magic, and see if you can figure it all out.I
may try to teach you something, but since I'm not very good at it, it'll take some time. . Type: Mage Level: 63 Creed of
Efficiency.I choose to cast spells with precision.I'm going to use you to test out a lot of magic, and see if you can figure

it all out.I may try to teach you something, but since I'm not very good at it, it'll take some time. . Type: Mage
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Divine Effigy Description: Cast a Goetic Effigy on yourself. Description:Alignment: GoodBloodline: ClericSpells.
Submitted:01-14-2015 Rank: Views: Focused Resonance Description: Defeat all enemies in your scenario.

Description:Alignment: GoodBloodline: ClericSpells. Submitted:01-14-2015 Rank: Views: Poisoned Crown Description:
Pick a target from your own personnel, pull it's hair out, and use it on yourself. Description:Alignment: GoodBloodline:
ClericSpells. Submitted:01-14-2015 Rank: Views: Summoning Vapors Description: Summon invisible enemies against
your enemies. Description:Alignment: GoodBloodline: ClericSpells. Submitted:01-14-2015 Rank: Views: Summoning

Vapors Description: Summon invisible enemies against your enemies. Description:Alignment: GoodBloodline:
ClericSpells. Submitted:01-14-2015 Rank: Views: Divine Effigy Description: Cast a Goetic Effigy on yourself.
Description:Alignment: GoodBloodline: ClericSpells. Submitted:01-14-2015 Rank: Views: Summoning Vapors

Description: Summon invisible enemies against your enemies. Description:Alignment: GoodBloodline: ClericSpells.
Submitted:01-14-2015 Rank:
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